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Industrial scale biology education is not complicated; its complex.

The educational team that I coordinate at Western has the annual opportunity to facilitate
learning of fundamental biological principles and foster improvement in foundational
scientific skills for a very large and diverse class of first year students. It is tempting to
take a rather narrow, “cause and effect”, approach to this challenge (i.e. “If large numbers
of students individually engage in this specific activity, they should each be able to meet
these predetermined learning outcomes as evaluated on this standardized assessment.”).
However, I have found this way of thinking leading our instructional team to see
themselves as stationary engineers trying to optimize the functioning of a complicated
machine year over year. We all, students and instructors alike, can feel caught up in this
mechanical apparatus that ironically lacks many of the generative features of the living
systems that are the actual content of the courses. So, I have recently led a deep redesign
of our two introductory biology courses with the aim to enhance student and instructor
experience by enriching relationships among people and among ideas. This approach
draws on complexivist educational theory highlighting learning as an emergent
consequence of the rich interactions among ideas that occur within nested learning
systems. In this interactive session, I will invite participants to witness and experience
complexivist educational principles as they manifest in our courses through various
educational technologies, integration of online and face-to-face collaborative
environments, near-peer mentoring, specifications grading and good ol’ fashioned
inspirational lectures. Participants willing to experience permanent alterations in the
structure of their minds are encouraged to bring a web-enabled device and a pen.
Randi Mewhort, MacEwan University
Moving Diversity labs into the 21st Century

Current best practice theory for student learning are clear that students learn better and
are more engaged if they have information before lab, their learning is active (applying
their knowledge) and tasks are challenging. At MacEwan, the Introduction to Organisms
and their Environment (Biology 108) labs had a generally traditional approach of having
students look at specimens and slides and make notes on their observations. They were
then expected to recall the information on practical and written questions on quizzes and
a lab exam. Last fall, we introduced a flipped approach to labs with pre-quizzes before
the lab activities and active learning during lab, focusing on observational, microscopy
and critical thinking skills. Assessments were modified to suit the new approach.

Mindi M. Summers, Natasha Morden, Austin Ashbaugh, and Jessica M. Theodor,
University of Calgary
Drawing-to-learn in Biology: And Active Learning Strategy and Professional Practice

Drawing is an important tool for scientific observation and a learning strategy that fosters
inquiry and creation of knowledge. The ability to visualize science, read scientific
articles, observe specimens, and analyze or present data are also key professional skills in
the field of Biology. Based on our perception of student resistance to drawing in our
zoology courses, we developed two new tools to study and advance student visual
literacy; a 25 question Likert survey to infer student motivation (attitude, self-efficacy,
interest, and value) and an active-learning introductory lesson plan. In our talk, we will
share the process of generating these tools and results from incorporating them in out
courses. Initial findings counter our perception of low student interest or discomfort,
but identify the need for guided instruction in visual learning. In response, we are
beginning to develop a set of visual literacy instructional tools that can be incorporated in
lecture, laboratories, and online tutorials, and we will ask AIBA participants to provide
their own experience to guide our research.
Anne McIntosh and Michelle Rude, University of Alberta
Engaging Biology Students from the First to Last day of Class: Tools for Student Engagement

As an instructor, it is my goal to foster a supportive learning environment for my
students in the classroom setting. This begins with the first exposure that they will have
to my class – I have developed engaging syllabi to substitute for the traditional boring
document that no one want to read. Next, I make sure to have an interactive component
to my first class so that the foundation is set for the style of classes I will teach throughout
the semester. I have also developed “Choose your own Adventure” assignments in
several of my Biology courses. These allow students to take more ownership of their
project and learning. Finally, I try to have an impactful last class so that students leave
on a high note. In this presentation, I will provide some examples of syllabi, activities,
and assignments that contribute to an effective learning environment for my students
where they simultaneously develop their course academic skills as thinkers, researchers,
and communicators.
Kyla Flanagan and Heather Addy, University of Calgary
Are introverts disadvantaged in team-based active-learning classrooms?

Carol Gibbons Kroeker, Ambrose University and University of Calgary
Does size really matter? A comparison of class size and student outcomes in Introductory
Physiology Courses

Traditionally, it’s been thought that small class size resulted in better student outcomes. As
teaching styles change and inquiry-based learning becomes more common, this may not
necessarily be the case. This study examined student outcomes for introductory physiology
courses of different sizes at two different institutions over a three year period. One course
averaged 30 students per year while the other course averaged 200 students per year. Both
courses were taught by the same instructor, using the same teaching materials, lecture style, and
inquiry-based techniques. Similar exams were administered. With class size being the only
significant variable, it was possible to test if class size was a key factor in student success.
Results would indicate that class size by itself was not a significant factor in determining student
outcomes. Students showed similar success in both large and small classes when all other
factors were similar.
The use of case studies and other inquiry-based learning methods may
have a much greater influence on student learning and success than class size.

